
Updated Notes 23.07.2020
Raised Footpath along Barrow Road from Barrow River Bridge & Gated  Entrance to the Football Pitch
Further to that discussed under Appendix 10 at QPC Meeting 05/11/2019

I agree to asking the parish citizens if they would want to upgrade the facility that is now relatively 
dangerous to the walking public.
However, I do not agree with asking the parish to make a decision without issuing a reasonable list of 
information which would include a scope and circa costings.
On 06.11.2019 I walked the route - across the "slabs" (which are not now slabs) and on the raised walkway 
from the river bridge to the gated entrance by the football fields. 
Till the 06.11.2019 I naively thought the raised walkway was over less than 50m by the river bridge. However 
it is actually circa 250m long. (see marked up map)
Reviewing the LCC Scheme Estimate: This has no sketch, however it seems that the engineer has assumed 
the existing propped walkway will be entirely removed and a pathway installed above a new drainage pipe 
to be installed in the existing ditch alongside the road. Should this be the case I would expect the scheme 
costs to rise considerably when actual dimensions & levels are taken. In addition the road by the bridge 
floods most years so unless there are additional works undertaken in the area by the bridge then the road 
flooding will continue and may be increased by the new works.
Historically road Scheme Estimate costs rise as more detail is added. In this case I would assume a risk figure 
of between 20%-30% on the final LCC costs to be added to any proposal.
As the walkway will extend into the field then permissions will need to be sought.
If a like for like were installed the walkway will need maintaining both short term (winters) and long term 
(every 25/50 years). If the Parish funded the new walkway I am unsure who would take ownership of 
maintenance costs.
If it was the Parish then Running costs - £1000-£5000/year
Referb in 25 years circa £25-35k in todays prices
The above maintenance figures I would put a risk figure of +30%.
There are however several alternatives to replacing / refurbishing the existing walkway. 
I am also absolutely sure the raised walkway is not used at present by the footballers at any time of year. 
The best and most cost effective alternative would be to use the slabs from both directions (if members 
come from Quorn or Barrow). 
At some time in the past there was an access track running from the slabs to the tarmac access road into the 
pitches, between a set of trees. This slightly overgrown route from the slabs is about 50m & could be 
enhanced if required.
Objections to this proposal from owners / individuals:
Access across 50m of land by owner (Slabs to Tarmac)
Metal to the access similar to slabs
Security - This is equal to the roadside access
Access onto the tarmac road off the highway - install a new pedestrian gate similar to that at the bridge
Walking times to Farley Way from Barrow: They are the same going across the slabs or by the road.
Permissions - to be investigated
Personal Scope Queries
Why is the proposal being made now as the walkway has not changed for several years? 
What will be the scope, if it widens the pathway this would again narrow as there is also a section of app 
100m that is also very narrow. Is this proposed to be widened?
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